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Weaving Set
Your Set contains:
Plastic weaving loom
Plastic weaving hook
150 polycotton loops

How to Weave:

-

1. Stretch loops across the loom placing one loop on every pair
of pegs (diagram A). You can create different designs by
changing the arrangement of the coloured loops.
2.

Once you have completed placing a total of 18 loops across
the loom you are ready to start weaving in other direction.
Weave contrasting coloured Imps by placing them over and
under the loops already in place on the loom (diagram 8). You
can use your fingers to weave the loops. The last few loops
may be hard to weave - use the weaving hook to help pull the
loopsthroughtotheothersideoftheloom.Youneedtomake
sure that the loops are tightly woven and there are no spaces
In your weaving - keep pushing down the completed weaving
with your fingers.
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3. When you have finished weaving and covered all pegs, do
not remove the weaving from the loom until you have finished
the edges. .
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4, To finish your weaving start by pulling a corner loop (loop 1) off
its peg with the weaving hook (diagram C). Keep the loop on
the hook and then carefully lift the loop to its left (loop 2) on to
{he hook. Using your fingers, lift loop 1 and pull loop 2
through it. You will now have one loop on your hook.
5. Now take the next loop to the left (loop 3) and pull it through
loop 2. Continue lifting and pulling the loops always taking the
loop to the left and remember to keep tightening the loops as
you go. When you come to the last loop, stretch it so that it
forms a hanging loop.
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